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A new ®gure correction method has been applied in order to

fabricate an elliptical mirror to realize a one-dimensionally diverging

X-ray beam having high image quality. Mutual relations between

®gure errors and intensity uniformities of diverging X-ray beams

have also been investigated using a wave-optical simulator and

indicate that ®gure errors in relatively short spatial wavelength

ranges lead to high-contrast interference fringes. By using a

microstitching interferometer and elastic emission machining, ®gure

correction of an elliptical mirror with a lateral resolution close to

0.1 mm was carried out. A one-dimensional diverging X-ray obtained

using the fabricated mirror was observed at SPring-8 and evaluated to

have a suf®ciently ¯at intensity distribution.
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1. Introduction

The exceptional properties of X-rays have led to their use in a large

variety of applications in science and technology. Recently, by

utilizing X-rays obtained at third-generation synchrotron radiation

facilities, the performances of such applications have advanced

signi®cantly. X-ray imaging techniques, such as holography, phase-

contrast imaging and refraction-contrast imaging are powerful

methods for the non-destructive analysis of inner structures of

materials in various ®elds including medical, biological and materials

science (Illinski et al., 2003; Bohic et al., 2001; Wilhein et al., 2001). In

X-ray imaging applications with high spatial resolution, a projection

geometry set-up is often employed. Focusing optics, such as Fresnel

zone plates (Suzuki et al., 2001) and focusing mirrors (Hignette et al.,

2001; Ice et al., 2000; Mori et al., 2002), are utilized to illuminate

samples by diverging X-ray beams.

Total re¯ection mirrors are attractive optics from the viewpoints of

having no chromatic aberration and high-intensity beams. By

employing focusing mirror optics to obtain diverging X-ray beams,

the wavelength of the X-rays can be changed in the same geometric

arrangement. However, when using mirrors fabricated by conven-

tional methods, high-contrast interference fringes invariably appear

in diverging X-ray beam images. The appearance of such fringes is the

reason why focusing mirrors have not been utilized in projection

microscopes.

We have established a new fabrication system of X-ray mirrors

constructed by plasma chemical vaporization machining (PCVM)

(Mori, Yamamura & Sano, 2000; Mori, Yamauchi et al., 2000), elastic

emission machining (EEM) (Yamauchi, Mimura et al., 2002; Mori et

al., 1987, 1988) and microstitching interferometry (MSI) (Yamauchi et

al., 2003). This system can yield mirror surfaces with peak-to-valley

(PV) accuracies as high as 1 nm and a lateral resolution close to

0.1 mm. In the previous study, a ¯at mirror, having a PV accuracy

higher than 1 nm over a spatial wavelength range longer than 0.5 mm,

was fabricated and evaluated to have a suf®ciently ¯at intensity

distribution in a totally re¯ected beam of wavelength 0.06 nm at the

1 km-long beamline BL29XUL of SPring-8 (Mori, Yamauchi,

Yamamura, Mimura et al., 2002; Ishikawa et al., 2001). In addition, a

focusing mirror having an elliptical shape was also fabricated and

certi®ed to have a diffraction-limited focusing performance at the

same beamline (Yamamura et al., 2003; Yamauchi, Yamamura,

Mimura et al., 2002, 2003). The focal beam pro®le was con®rmed to

agree well with beam pro®les predicted by calculating the Fresnel±

Kirchhoff integral, not only in focal size but also in the shape of the

intensity distribution, including satellite peak structures. These

results support the effectiveness of the proposed system.

In this study the fabrication technologies were applied to construct

a highly accurate elliptical mirror in order to realize a one-dimen-

sional diverging X-ray from the focal point as a line source. The

mutual relations between intensity uniformities of diverging X-ray

beams and the nature of the ®gure errors of elliptical mirrors were

investigated by utilizing a wave-optical simulator. The obtained

results show that ®gure errors in relatively short spatial wavelength

ranges, such as shorter than 1 mm, lead to high-contrast interference

fringes. In order to remove such fringes, ®gure correction of lateral

resolution 0.3 mm was performed on focusing mirror surfaces by

EEM and MSI. One-dimensional diverging X-ray beams were

observed at BL29XUL and evaluated to reduce the ¯uctuation to

10% of the averaged intensity.

2. Relation between the uniformity of intensity distributions in
diverging X-ray beams and the ®gure error pro®les on elliptical
mirrors

The cause of the interference fringes in the intensity distribution

image of diverging X-ray beams obtained by focusing mirrors are the

®gure errors of the employed mirror surfaces. In order to understand

the mutual relation between the intensity uniformities and the nature

of the ®gure errors, wave-optical simulations, which can estimate the

intensity distribution pro®les of totally re¯ected beams by calculating

the Fresnel±Kirchhoff integrals while taking mirror surface pro®les

into account (Mori, Yamauchi, Yamamura, Mimura et al., 2002; Born

& Wolf, 1997), were carried out. The geometrical relations between

the X-ray source, mirror and screen in the simulator were set up as

shown schematically in Fig. 1. This con®guration was the same as that

of BL29XUL. The shape of the investigated mirror was an ellipse,

having a length of 100 mm and a focal distance of 300 mm. The ®gure

pro®le and ellipse parameters are shown in Fig. 2 and Table 1. The

incident X-ray energy and average glancing angle were set to 15 keV

and 1.4 mrad, respectively. The incident slit, of width 100 mm, was

located 1 km upstream of the mirror position. Fig. 3 shows the

calculated intensity distribution pro®le of diverging X-ray beams at

600 mm downstream of the focal point, when the ®gure of the mirror

is ideal.

Three ellipse pro®les having ®gure errors characterized in short,

middle and long spatial wavelength ranges were prepared and input

into the simulator as mirror surface pro®les. These error pro®les,
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having RMS ®gure errors of 0.1 nm, are shown in Figs. 4(a)±4(c). The

short, middle and long spatial wavelength ranges correspond to 0.1±

2 mm, 2±50 mm and 50±100 mm, respectively. Figs. 5(a)±5(c) show

three calculated intensity distribution pro®les. Sharp ¯uctuations

appear in the pro®le of the beam re¯ected by the mirror having a

®gure error in the short spatial wavelength range. In the case of the

®gure error in the middle spatial wavelength range, such ¯uctuations

disappeared in the intensity pro®le. The intensity pro®le concerning

the long spatial wavelength range is almost the same as the ideal one.

From a comparison with previous reports (Yamauchi, Yamamura,

Mimura et al., 2002) investigating the mutual relation between the

uniformities of a focused beam pro®le and the nature of ®gure errors,

it may be concluded that the required ®gure accuracy to realize ideal

diverging X-ray beams is higher than that required to realize

diffraction-limited focusing. In particular, unprecedented degrees of

®gure accuracy are required in the short spatial wavelength ranges.

3. Fabrication of an elliptical mirror to realize the ideal diverging
X-ray beams

In order to remove the high-contrast interference fringes from the

diverging X-ray beam, ®gure correction having a lateral resolution

close to 0.1 mm was carried out on an elliptical mirror surface by

EEM and MSI. EEM is an ultraprecise machining method that

utilizes the chemical reaction between the surfaces of the workpiece

and those of the ®ne powder particles that react with the workpiece

material. The ®ne powder particles are mixed with ultrapure water

and transported to the workpiece surface in a controlled ¯ow. When

the surfaces of the workpiece and the powder particles come into

contact with each other and are subsequently separated, there is a

notable probability that the topmost atoms on the workpiece will

preferentially adhere to and thus move onto the surface of the power

particle. In numerically controlled (NC) machining, nozzle-type EEM

heads generate high shear-rate ¯ows of ultrapure water on the

workpiece surface in order to transport ®ne powder particles. Using

this type of EEM head, the lateral resolution in ®gure correction can

be adjusted by selecting a suitable nozzle aperture according to the

required lateral resolution. The ®nest lateral resolution typically

realized in NC EEM is 0.3 mm when a nozzle aperture of diameter

0.15 mm is employed (Yamauchi, Mimura et al., 2002).

MSI, in which a microscopic and a large-area phase-shifting

interferometer are compositely utilized, is employed for ®gure

pro®ling. This method can measure surface pro®les with a PV accu-

Figure 2
Surface pro®le of the elliptical mirror.

Figure 3
Calculated intensity pro®le of diverging X-ray beams 600 mm downstream of
the focal point, using an ideal ellipse pro®le.

Figure 4
Figure error pro®les characterized in (a) short, (b) middle and (c) long spatial
wavelength ranges to be used in the investigation of the relation between the
nature of ®gure errors and the uniformity of diverging X-ray beams.

Figure 1
Schematic drawing of the geometrical relations between the X-ray source,
mirror and screen in the simulator.

Table 1
Parameters of the focusing mirror having a 300 mm focal length.

Substrate material CZ-(111)Si single crystal
Surface coating None
Effective mirror size in longitudinal direction 90 mm
Length of ellipse 500.15 m � 2
Breadth of ellipse 24.25 mm � 2
Focus length 300 mm
Glancing angle on optical axis 1.40 mrad
Maximum glancing angle 1.55 mrad
Acceptance width 130 mm



racy higher than 1 nm and with a spatial resolution close to 10 mm

(Yamauchi et al., 2003).

The preprocessed surface was prepared by NC PCVM. Fig. 6(a)

shows the residual ®gure error pro®le of the preprocessed surface.

The objective pro®le is the same as the pro®le shown in Fig. 2. The PV

and RMS ®gure errors of the preprocessed surface are 6.5 nm and

1.2 nm, respectively. Fig. 6(b) shows the residual ®gure error pro®le

of the EEM-processed surface. After the EEM process, the PV and

RMS ®gure errors obtained were 2.6 nm and 0.2 nm, respectively. In

particular, it is found that the ®gure errors characterized in the

relatively short spatial wavelength ranges were removed. Fig. 7 shows

the result of power spectral density analysis of preprocessed and

EEM-processed surface pro®les and indicates that ®gure correction

was carried out in spatial wavelength ranges longer than 0.3 mm.

4. Evaluation of diverging X-ray images

By focusing on the ¯atness of the image of a one-dimensional

diverging X-ray beam, the fabricated mirror was evaluated at

BL29XUL. In the investigation, another mirror having different

surface qualities was prepared and compared with the EEM-®nished

mirror to con®rm the simulation results. The residual ®gure error

pro®le of the mirror is shown in Fig. 8. This mirror was prepared by

NC EEM having a lateral resolution of 2 mm.

The optical system in the experimental set-up for observing

diverging X-ray beams is the same as that shown in Fig. 1. Mono-

chromatic X-rays at 15 keV were prepared using a cryogenic-cooled

double-crystal Si 111 monochromator (Mochizuki et al., 2001; Kita-

mura, 1998) and guided to the experimental hutch of the beamline

located 1 km downstream of the centre of the light-source undulator

(HrdyÂ, 1998). An X-ray zooming tube and CCD camera system

(HAMAMATSU, C533) were employed to observe the beam images.

The focused beam sizes of the two mirrors were previously con®rmed

to be 0.18 mm in FWHM and to be in diffraction-limited conditions.

Figs. 9(a) and 9(b) show the intensity distribution images of the

diverging X-ray beams re¯ected by the EEM-®nished and addition-
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Figure 7
Power spectral density curves of residual ®gure errors of preprocessed and
EEM-processed surfaces.

Figure 5
Calculated intensity pro®les of diverging X-ray beams using the elliptical
mirror having ®gure errors characterized in (a) short, (b) middle and (c) long
spatial wavelength ranges.

Figure 6
Residual ®gure error pro®les of (a) preprocessed and (b) EEM-processed
surfaces.

Figure 8
Residual ®gure error pro®le of the mirror, the ®gure error of which is not
corrected in short spatial wavelength ranges.
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ally prepared mirrors, respectively. The intensity distribution pro®les

in the two images are shown in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b), together with

intensity pro®les predicted by the wave-optical simulator in which the

elliptical surface pro®les having ®gure errors shown in Fig. 6(b) and

Fig. 8 were used as the boundary conditions.

The observed intensity pro®le of the EEM-®nished surface ¯uc-

tuates with an amplitude of 10% of the averaged intensity, except for

the edge of the pro®le, and agrees well with the predicted pro®le. In

contrast, the observed pro®le of the mirror, of which the ®gure error

is not corrected in the short spatial wavelength range, ¯uctuates with

an amplitude of more than 30%; however, it does not agree well with

the predicted one because of the spatial resolution and sensitivity of

the employed detector. Meanwhile, we can conclude that the sharp

¯uctuations can be removed by performing ®gure corrections having

high spatial resolutions close to 0.1 mm because of the agreement

between the observed and calculated pro®les of the ®nely ®nished

EEM surface.
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Figure 9
Intensity distribution images of the diverging X-ray beams re¯ected by the
EEM-®nished mirror and by another mirror having the surface ®gure error
pro®les shown in Fig. 8. (a) Mirror having the surface ®gure error pro®les
shown in Fig. 8. (b) EEM-®nished mirror.

Figure 10
Observed and predicted intensity distribution pro®les of the diverging X-ray
beams re¯ected by the mirror having the surface ®gure error pro®les shown in
Fig. 8 and by the EEM-®nished mirror. (a) Mirror having the surface ®gure
error pro®les shown in Fig. 8. (b) EEM-®nished mirror.


